Now Hiring: Transit Ambassadors on the Transit for Nashville Campaign

We are hiring “Transit Ambassadors” to be at the forefront of both exciting and positive change for our great City of Nashville. The Transit Ambassadors will work with the Transit for Nashville Coalition to help make Nashville’s bold transit plan a reality by doing the following:

1. Identifying support for the plan in the community through making phone calls or door-to-door canvassing.

2. Making sure that our supporters vote on May 1st through get out the vote (GOTV) efforts. Get your start in politics and gain experience working on an issue campaign. Be a part of the movement to provide better transportation options for every citizen! The positions start immediately and go through May 1st. Some of the valuable skills you will learn and be utilizing include campaign organizing, community outreach, creating voter contact lists, and using voter database software.

3. Answering questions and concerns about the Let’s Move Nashville: Metro’s Transportation Solution plan.

Responsibilities will include: being accountable for calls made or doors knocked through canvassing goals, being well informed on the Nashville transit plan, answering questions regarding the Nashville transit plan, and representing the Transit for Nashville campaign as instructed.

Shifts Available:
Monday – Thursday 4:00pm – 8:00pm
Saturday – Sunday 12:00pm – 5:00pm
-Must be available to work at least one shift per week until May 1, 2018.

Location:
Downtown Nashville near public library and southeast Nashville off Nolensville Pike. Accessible by public transportation.

Our ideal candidate for the position has the following qualifications: strong interpersonal skills, including the ability to successfully relate to people from a wide range of backgrounds. Must be able to work independently and in team settings. Comfortable with speaking on the phone. If interested in canvassing then comfortable with knocking on doors and speaking with voters.

We will be scheduling interviews for these positions within the next few days. To be considered, email resume and interview availability to TransitAmbassadorBNA@gmail.com.